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Abstract 
Chen (1988) conjectured that every finite hamiltonian Cayley graph is edge-hamiltonian. We 
prove some hamiltonian Cayley graphs to be edge-hamiltonian and some Cayley graphs to be 
hamiltonian. Results of Alspach and Zhang (1989) on Hamilton cycles in Cayley graphs on 
dihedral groups are generalized. 
1. Introduction 
The well-known conjecture that every Cayley graph on a finite group of order at 
least three has a Hamilton cycle is still open. So far it is only known that the 
conjecture is true for special classes of Cayley graphs. The problem is solved for all 
abelian groups (see [4, 6]), but the situation is evidently more complicated for 
nonabelian groups (see [l, lo]). Now it is interesting to search for properties of 
Hamilton cycles in hamiltonian Cayley graphs. Chen [3] conjectured that every 
hamiltonian Cayley graph is edge-hamiltonian, in the sense that every edge of 
the graph lies on a Hamilton cycle. Quimpo [7] proved some Cayley graphs 
to be edge-hamiltonian, Chen and Quimpo [4] proved all Cayley graphs on 
abelian groups of order at least three to be edge-hamiltonian, and Chen [3] 
obtained the result that all Cayley graphs with 2k (k > 1) vertices also have this 
property. 
In the present paper Cayley graphs on dihedral groups are considered. Dihedral 
groups are of some importance in the search for Hamilton cycles in Cayley 
graphs on finite groups with cyclic commutator subgroups [2]. But so far 
the existence of a Hamilton cycle in every Cayley graph on a dihedral group 
has not been proved, although there has been some effort (see [2, lo]). It 
will be shown that the known results on Cayley graphs of dihedral groups can be 
generalized. 
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2. Cayley graphs 
Throughout this paper undirected connected Cayley graphs on finite groups will be 
considered. Let H denote a finite group and w a generating set of H satisfying w - i = w 
and not containing the unit element. Then a Cayley graph G(H, w) is defined to be the 
graph as follows. Its vertices are the elements of H, and two vertices x, y are joined by 
an edge {x, y} iff x-i y is an element of w. 
Now colours are assigned to the edges of G(H, w) to formulate the results on 
Hamilton cycles of the graph in a clear manner. For this purpose, the elements of w are 
enumerated hr , kz, . . . , k,, and an edge {x, y} is coloured a; iff x-ly = ki, where 
Cli = C(j iff hi = kj or hi- 1 = kj. In this way a partition of the edge set of G(H, w) into 
colour classes is obtained: A colour class { {x, xki}: x E H}, consisting of all edges of 
G(H, w) coloured cli, is a perfect matching whenever the element hi of w has order 2. 
Otherwise, the colour class generated by hi determines a set of vertex-disjoint cycles 
((X2 xki}, {Xki, xkz}, (Xkf, Xkf }, . ..) (X E H) 
covering the vertex set of G(H, w), where the length of each of these cycles is equal to 
the order of hi. 
3. Edge-hamiltonian property of Cayley graphs 
In investigating whether a given hamiltonian Cayley graph has the property that 
each of its edges lies on a Hamilton cycle, the following result of Chen can be applied 
effectively. 
Observation 3.1 (Chen [3]) If an edge coloured Cli is contained in a Hamilton cycle of 
G(H, w), then every edge coloured C(i is contained in some Hamilton cycle of G(H, w). 
Often graph automorphisms of G(H, w) can be used to find classes of edges which 
are contained in Hamilton cycles. If there is a Hamilton cycle in G(H, w) containing an 
edge coloured ai and an automorphism of the graph mapping this edge onto an edge 
coloured Clj, then every edge coloured Mj lies on a Hamilton cycle in G(H, w) by 
Observation 3.1. Note that group automorphisms of H mapping w onto itself are 
graph automorphisms of G(H, w) [S]. 
The next lemma can be applied to characterize all edge-hamiltonian cubic Cayley 
graphs. 
Lemma 3.2. (Smith [9]) Every hamiltonian cubic graph has at least three Hamilton 
cycles. 
Corollary 3.3. Every hamiltonian cubic Cayley graph is edge-hamiltonian. 
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Proof. Let C denote a Hamilton cycle in a cubic Cayley graph G(H, w), and let 
e be an arbitrary edge of the graph not in C. If an edge of C has the same colour as e, 
then e lies on a Hamilton cycle of G(H, w) by Observation 3.1 and we are done. 
Otherwise, all edges not in C have the same colour Cli because they form a perfect 
matching. Lemma 3.2 implies that G(H, w) has a Hamilton cycle containing an edge 
coloured cli. Since the colour of e is xi, too, e lies on a Hamilton cycle of G(H, w) by 
Observation 3.1. 0 
4. Cayley graphs on dihedral groups 
First we give some elementary facts on dihedral groups. A dihedral group D, (n > 2) 
is a group generated by two elements x, y of order 2 where the product x. y is an 
element of order n. Now y(xy)’ and (xy)’ for i = 1,2, . . . . n are the elements of D,. 
The elements (xy)’ are called rotations, and the elements y(xy)’ are called reflections. 
Reflections are elements of order 2. The rotation over cp = rc is also an element of 
order 2. A rotation has order >2 iff it is not in the centre of D,. If IZ is odd, then the 
centre of D, only contains the unit element. Otherwise, the unit element and the 
rotation over q~ = rt constitute the centre of the group. The set of all rotations 
constitutes a normal cyclic subgroup C, of D,. The commutator subgroup of D, is 
a cyclic group generated by (xy)‘. 
Now Hamilton cycles in Cayley graphs on dihedral groups will be investigated. 
Every Cayley graph G(D,, w) on a dihedral group D, of order 2p (p prime, p > 2) is 
edge-hamiltonian [7]. 
The generalization of this result to all Cayley graphs G(D,, w) on dihedral groups 
D, is still unknown. Even the existence of Hamilton cycles in arbitrary Cayley graphs 
on dihedral groups is yet unknown. 
Theorem 4.1. Every hamiltonian Cayley graph G(D,, w) on a dihedral group D, is 
edge-hamiltonian. 
Proof. Let C denote a Hamilton cycle in G(D,, w) and e an arbitrary edge (coloured 
mi) not in C. If C contains an edge coloured cq, then e lies on a Hamilton cycle by 
Observation 3.1. Otherwise, distinguish between the cases that the order of hi is 2 or 
greater than 2. 
Case 1. Let hi be an element of order 2. The edges coloured Xi constitute a perfect 
matching M, and the edges of C and M generate a hamiltonian cubic graph G’. By 
Lemma 3.2, there is a Hamilton cycle in G’ containing an edge coloured Cli. Now it 
follows from Observation 3.1 that e lies on a Hamilton cycle of G(D,, w). 
Case 2. Let hi be an element of order >2. In this case we construct a Hamilton 
cycle in G(D,, w) containing an edge coloured Cli (note that the construction can also 
be applied if G(D,, w) is not supposed to be hamiltonian). 
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Consider the subgraph c of G(D,, w) determined by all edges {x, y} where 
x-’ y E C, (defined before as the normal cyclic subgroup of D,). Denote the compo- 
nentsofGbyG,,G,,..., Gk. The edge e occurs in one of these components. Note that 
Gi, Gz, . . . . Gk are isomorphic graphs which are isomorphic with a Cayley graph on 
a cyclic group. There is a result of Chen and Quimpo [4] showing that every Cayley 
graph on an abelian group of order at least three is edge-hamiltonian. Hence every 
edge of Gj lies on a Hamilton cycle of Gj for j = 1, 2, . . . . k. 
Consider a Hamilton cycle C1 in G1 containing edges coloured ai. The cycle Ci (of 
length m, say) can be described by the sequence 
of covered vertices. 
It is clear that every vertex z in a component Gj of G determines a cycle Cj,. of the 
same length m given by the sequence 
of vertices. 
Now let {hi, h2, . . . . hd} denote the set of reflections of D, contained in the generat- 
ing set w. 
First consider the subgraph G’ of G(D,, w) determined by all edges {x, y} where 
x-‘yEC,orx-‘y=hl.DenotethecomponentsofG’byG;,G;,....Letavertexuof 
a component G, of G be joined with a vertex v of a component G, of G by an edge 
(u, v} where u-i v = hl. Note that {u, v} is an edge of G’ not in G. Then each vertex 
c of G, (use that c = hu for some element h) is joined with some vertex d of G, by an 
edge {c, d} where c- ‘d = hl (choose d = hu). This means that the number of compo- 
nents of G’ is half the number of components of G. 
If {u, u’} is an edge in G, and u -lu’ = h,E C, (h, # hi), then the vertices v = uhl, 
v’ = u’hl are the neighbours of u and u’, respectively, in G, and {v, v’} is an edge of 
G, satisfying v- ’ v’ = h; ’ (u-‘u’)hl = (u-‘u’)-’ = h;’ (note that hl is a reflection of 
the dihedral group D,, satisfying h;’ h,hl = h;’ for every element h, of C,). 
Now it is possible to join together cycles of length m in G, and G, such that a cycle 
of length 2m (running through all vertices of G, and G, and containing at least two 
edges coloured C(i) is obtained (see Fig. 1). Therefore there is a set of vertex-disjoint 
cycles of length 2m covering the vertex set of G(D,, w) where each of these cycles 
contains at least two edges coloured ai. 
If h, is not contained in the group generated by the elements of C, and hl, then 
consider the subgraph G” of G(D,, w) determined by all edges {x, y} where x ~’ y E C, 
or x-‘y~{h~, h,}. It is clear that G” # G’. 
Let (ul, u;} be an edge of a component GL of G’ satisfying u; ‘~1 EC, (and 
~;l~;~w).Theverticesu~,u; have neighbours v1 = u1 h, and vi = u; hZ, respectively, 
in a component Gi (p # q) of G’. Moreover, {ul, vi } is an edge of Gh since 
v;‘v; = hT1(ul -‘u;)h2 = (u;~u;)~‘Ew. 
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Join together cycles of length 2m in components of G” as described before. Applying 
this method Hamilton cycles in the components of G” can be constructed. Each of 
these Hamilton cycles contains at least two edges coloured Cli. 
In this way, a Hamilton cycle of G(D,, w) containing edges coloured ai is obtained 
(use all reflections contained in w). 
By Observation 3.1, e lies on a Hamilton cycle of G(D,, w), too. Hence G(D,, w) is an 
edge-hamiltonian graph. 0 
5. Construction of Hamilton cycles 
In the following some Cayley graphs shall be proved to be hamiltonian. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G(D,, w) be a Cayley graph on a dihedral group D, where w contains 
at least one element of order >2. Then G(D,, w) has a Hamilton cycle. 
Proof, Since D, is a dihedral group, its generating set w does not only contain 
elements of order >2, but also at least one reflection. The elements of an order 
different from 2 generate a cyclic subgroup C, of D,. 
Now a Hamilton cycle of G(D,, w) can be constructed applying the method 
described in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (case 2). q 
By Theorem 5.1, all further considerations on Cayley graphs G(D,, w) can be 
restricted to the case that w contains only elements of order 2. 
At first cubic Cayley graphs G(D,, w) shall be investigated. Let w contain three 
elements of order 2. Alspach and Zhang [2] characterized the isomorphism classes of 
such graphs and proved every cubic Cayley graph on a dihedral group to be 
hamiltonian. 
If no element of w = {a, 6, c} is a rotation of D,, then the edges (x, y} with 
x-i y E {a, b} constitute a set of 1 vertex-disjoint cycles of length 2m covering the vertex 
set (note that m denotes the order of the product a. b and that 2n = 1.2m). There is 
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a result of Alspach and Zhang [2] showing that G(D,, w) is isomorphic with a graph 
G(1, m) constructed as follows. 
The vertex set of G(l, m) is defined to be the disjoint union of the 1 sets 
K = {vi,O, ui,lt ...) Vi,2m_i}fori= 1,2 ,..., 1 (for technical reasons the first subscript of 
Vi,j is given reduced up to congruence modulo 1 and the second modulo 2m). 
The edge set J? of G(1, m) is given by 
u {{Vi,j, Vi+l,j}: iodd(i < 1) j = 1, 3, . . . . 2m - l} 
U{{Vi,j,Vi+~,j}: ieven(i< 1), j= 0,2 ,..., 2m- 2) 
u {{Vl,j+jo, Ut,j}: j = 1, 3, . . . . 2m - 1 if 1 is odd: 
j = 0, 2, . . . . 2m - 2 if 1 is even}. 
(Note that j, is even if 1 is even and that j, is odd if 1 is odd.) 
The following results can be applied in the search for Hamilton cycles in Cayley 
graphs G(D,, w) with a 4-element generating set w consisting of elements of order 2. 
Lemma 5.2. Let G(D,, w) be a cubic Cayley graph on a dihedral group D, where w is 
a generating set {hi, hj, hk} of D, satisfying 
hi, hj, hk are rejections; 
hjh, is an element of order p (p prime). 
Then G(D,, w) has a Hamilton cycle containing all edges coloured ai. 
(*) 
Proof. Note that every cubic Cayley graph G(D,, w) under consideration has an edge 
set consisting of pairwise disjoint cycles of length 2p (p prime), covering the vertex set, 
and a perfect matching. The graph G(D,, w) is isomorphic with some graph G(1, p) 
defined above. All edges of @I, p) joining vertices of different cycles of length 2p are 
assigned to an element hi of order 2 of D,. Now a Hamilton cycle containing all edges 
coloured Cli will be constructed. 
First, let 1 be even. Then the sequence 
h,O> v1.1, u2,1, u2.0, 
v3,0~v3,1~~4,t,~4,0, 
VI-1.0, VI-1.1, f-h.1, VI.0) 
of 21 vertices describes a path q. in G(1, p). Further paths qs can be obtained from q. by 
replacing each vertex Vi,j by Vi,j+jos for s = 1,2, . . . ,p - 1. It is easy to see that the 
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paths qs (s = 0, 1, . . . . p - 1) are pairwise vertex-disjoint. They determine a Hamilton 
cycle in @I, p), since the end vertex of each path qi is adjacent to the start vertex of 
qi+ 1 for i = 0, 1, . . ..p - 2 and the end vertex of qP_ 1 is adjacent to the start vertex of 
q. (see Fig. 2). Moreover, this Hamilton cycle contains all edges joining vertices 
vii. jl and viz, jz with il # i2 (note that adjacent vertices vi1 , j,, viz, j, with il # i2 satisfy 
j, = j,). Therefore the graph G(D,, w) isomorphic with c(1, p) has a Hamilton cycle 
containing all edges coloured Hi. 
Now let 1 be odd. In this case, the sequence 
~3,O~V3,1, v4.1, u4.0, 
VI-2,os %2,19 Wl,l, h-1,0, 
Vl,O> s.1) 
of 21 vertices describes a path q& in G(1, p). Further paths can be obtained from q& by 
replacing each vertex vi,j by vi,j+(j,+l)s for s = 1,2, . . ..p - 1. These paths 
I I 
qo, ql, . . . . qL_ 1 are pairwise vertex-disjoint. Now, as in the case that 1 is even, 
a Hamilton cycle of @l, p) can be obtained by the concatenation of 46, q;, . . ..qb- 1 
(see Fig. 3). This Hamilton cycle contains all edges joining vertices vi, ,jI and Vi2 ,j, with 
iI # i2. Therefore the graph G(D,, w) has a Hamilton cycle containing all edges 
coloured ai. 0 
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Lemma 5.3. Let G(D,, w) be a cubic Cayley graph on a dihedral group D, where w is 
a generating set of D, containing the rotation over cp = TC. Then G(D,, w) has a Hamilton 
cycle containing all edges coloured ai for some hi of order 2 of w. 
Proof. Let hi denote the rotation over cp = n: contained in w. Then the order of the 
group generated by w - {hi} is equal to half the order of the group D,. Hence the edge 
set of G(D,, w) consists of two cycles of even length n described by the sequences 
(Or,Q, . . ..n.) and (vi, v;, . . ..u$ of covered vertices and of the edges 
{%>4}> {nz, 4>, . . . . (zl,,, VA> determined by the element hi of w. 
Now it is easy to see that G(D,, w) has a Hamilton cycle containing all edges 
coloured CQ. 0 
The results obtained above shall be used to prove the following result on Cayley 
graphs of degree 4. 
Theorem 5.4. Let G(D,, w) be a Cayley graph on a dihedral group D,, where w is 
a minimal generating set (hi, hj, hk, ht} of D, satisfying 
hi, hj, hk, ht are elements of order 2; 
hi, hj, hk are reflections; 
hihj is an element of order p (p prime). 
Then the graph G(D,, w) has a Hamilton cycle. 
(*‘) 
Proof. Consider the Cayley graph G(D,, +) where G = {hi, hj, hk}. It follows from 
Lemma 5.2 that this graph has a Hamilton cycle with a corresponding sequencefof 
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colours of covered edges containing all edges coloured mk. Consider the components of 
the subgraph (? of G(D,, w) determined by all edges {x, y} where x- ' y E %. Now 2m is 
the number of vertices in each of these components. It is clear that every component 
has a cycle of length 2m withfas corresponding sequence of colours. Infevery element 
c(k is succeeded by ai or Clj, and the successor to this element of {Cli, Uj} is again &. 
Now distinguish the cases that hl is a rotation over cp = rt or a reflection. 
In the first case, G” has exactly two components. The considered cycles of length 2m 
can be described by sequences (vr, u2, . . . . uZm) and (vi, vi, . . . . v&,,) of covered vertices, 
and for a suitable enumeration edges {vr , II;}, {vz, vi}, . . . , (uZm, &,,} coloured txI join 
vertices of these two cycles. Now it is clear that G(D,, w) has a Hamilton cycle. 
Now let hl be a reflection (satisfying h; ‘h,hl = h;’ for every element h, of the 
normal cyclic subgroup C, of D,). Every vertex h’ of G(D,, w) is incident with an edge 
coloured al. By minimality of w the end vertices of this edge are contained in different 
components of (? (h’ in Q’ and h’hl in Q”). The vertex h’ lies on a cycle C’ (of length 2m) 
in Q’ with f as corresponding sequence of colours. Now h’ is incident with an edge 
{h’, h’hk} on C’ coloured &, and its end vertex h’hk determines an edge on C’ with 
a colour different from &. Without loss of generality, this colour will be Cci and 
{h’hk, h’hkhi} is the appropriate edge. Moreover, h’hl is incident with an edge 
{h’hl, h’hlhi} of colour C(i, too. Its second end vertex determines an edge 
{h’hlhi, h’hlhihk} coloured c(k. NOW the edges {h’hl, h’h,hi}, {h’hlhi, h’h,hihk} deter- 
mine a cycle C” of length 2m in Q” with f as corresponding sequence of colours. 
Furthermore, the vertices h’hkhi and h’hlhihk of C’ and C”, respectively, are joined by 
an edge coloured CI~ since (h’hkhi)-‘(h’hlhihk) = (hihk)hl(hihk) = hl (note that hl is 
a reflection, hihk E C, and hi ‘(hihk)hl = (hihk)-‘). 
It follows immediately from the properties off mentioned above that the graph 
generated by the edges of the considered cycles of length 2m and all edges of G(D,, w) 
coloured c(r is isomorphic with some graph G(q, m). As it was stated above, c(q, m) has 
a Hamilton cycle. Hence G(D,, w) is a hamiltonian graph. 0 
The construction used in the proofs above can also be applied to find Hamilton 
cycles in Cayley graphs of other groups. 
Let H be a group with a generating set 
W = (4, hj, hk} 
satisfying 
hl = ht = e (n > 2); 
h;’ = h: I’ 
hkhfhkE{hf, hi-‘}. (*I’) 
Consider the Cayley graph G(H, w). 
If hkhihk E {hi, hj}, then G(H, w) is a cubic Cayley graph on an abelian group or on 
a dihedral group. Hence G(H, w) has a Hamilton cycle in this case. 
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NOW let hkhihk $ {hi, hj}. The sequences (h, hhi, hh’, . . . , hh,~- ‘) of vertices describe 
vertex-disjoint cycles of length y1 in G(H, w) covering the vertex set. An edge {x, y} is 
contained in one of these cycles iff x-ly = hi or x-‘y = hj. 
If hk is an element of the group generated by {hi, hj}, then H is a cyclic group and 
G(H, w) is a hamiltonian graph. 
Now suppose that w - (hj} is a minimal generating set of H. 
Case 1. hkh;hk = h: holds. If {h, h’) is an edge of G(H, w) coloured ak (satisfying 
h- ‘h’ = hk), then all pairs {hhf’, h’hf’} of vertices determine edges coloured ak by 
(hh~‘)-l(h’h~‘) = hie2’hkhFt = hk (use hL’2hkhf = hk). Moreover, the vertices h and h’ 
determine disjoint cycles of length n given by the sequences 
and 
(h’, h’hi, h’hf, *..,h’hl-‘) 
of vertices. Now it is clear that G(H, w) is isomorphic with a graph G(Z, m) defined 
before. 
Case 2. h,h’h, = hi2 holds. If {h, h’} 1s an edge of G(H, w) coloured Q, 
then all pairs {hhf’, ,‘,i-2r} of vertices determine edges coloured ak by 
(hh”)-1(h’hL:2’) = ~z~2rhkhi2’ = hk (use h-‘/r’ = h, and h;‘hkhi2 = hk). These edges 
join vertices of vertex-disjoint cycles of length IZ given by the sequences 
(h, hhi, hh’, . . ..hh.-‘) 
and 
(h’, h’h,l, h’hi2, ...,h’hicnel)) 
of covered vertices. 
Now it is clear that G(H, w) is isomorphic with a graph G(1, m) as in case 1. 
Corollary 5.5. Every Cayley graph G(H, w) on a group H with a generating set 
w = {hi, hj, hk} satisfying (*“) has a Hamilton cycle. 
Applying Observation 3.1, it is easy to see that the graphs mentioned in Corollary 
5.5 are edge-hamiltonian. 
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